Dear beloved Students “Undergrad& Postgrad”,

It is our honor to invite all of you to the first international IEEE EMBS student conference which is a scientific conference and a first event of a kind.

This conference will be under the umbrella of IEEE and its society EMB and it will be held on October 2013, Cairo university, Cairo, Egypt

Our conference is “By students for students” event which means that all the parts participating in this event will be students “organizers, speakers, reviewers, track chairs” so it will be a very nice thing for you to participate or even attend

In this unique conference you have the chance to:

- Attend to get knowledge from other students
- Attend to get a certificate
- Attend to find a suitable research area or know more about your research area
- Present with a paper about your work
- Do a poster session about your paper
- Show others your graduation project

Title: First IEEE EMBS International student conference
Date: 10-11-12 October 2013
location: Cairo university, Cairo

Conference activities:

- Oral sessions
- poster sessions
- Project exhibitions
- plenary talk
- welcome note& registration
- workshops
- Dinner with leader event
- Best paper contest with valuable prizes for the winners
Invitation to The First IEEE EMBS International Student Conference

Conference tracks:

- Biomedical Imaging and Image Processing
- Signal Processing
- Bioinformatics and Data Mining
- Bio-Robotics and Biomechanics
- Biinstrumentation and new Devices
- Brain Research and BC
- Clinical Engineering
- Healthcare Information Systems and Telemedicine
- Biometrics

Workshops:

- Bioinformatics
- Clinical engineering
- Machine learning
- Nanotechnology "Super invited talk"

Fees:

- 25 dollars "175 Egyptian pounds" for early registration
- 50 dollars: "350 Egyptian pounds" for late registration

Paper submission:

From: The 1st of June to the 1st of August, 2013

For more information:

Website: bmsstudentconference.embs.org/mea/
Facebook: IEEE EMBS international student conference
Twitter: @EMBSStudentConf
Email: publicity@embs-isc2013.org
Telephone: 002-01226402165, Eng.Ahmed sheet